Spiritual Parenting Curriculum Kit
The Spiritual Parenting DVD Curriculum empowers parents to be the primary nurturers of their children's faith. Families will be transformed as they learn how to create space for God-encounters in everyday life. Based on the content from Michelle Anthonys powerful Spiritual Parenting book, the kit materials give leaders the option of facilitating a two-hour class hosted by Michelle in an interactive video, OR they can choose to lead the class from their own life experience supported by the Facilitators Guide and a 10 minute intro video. Also included is a DVD-ROM with worksheets for each session and promotional materials such as posters, bulletin inserts, a promo video, and more! Developed for churches. Ideal for parenting groups, MOPs groups, and small groups.
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Customer Reviews

I PURCHASED THIS TO SHARE WITH MY FELLOW SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS AND PARENTS OF OUR STUDENTS. WELL PLANNED WITH STUDY GUIDE. EASY TO USE. OPENS UP THE DOOR TO BETTER RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARENTS AND CHILDREN.

We loved it! Our life group took multiple weeks each session breaking it down and opening up great family questions

This series is one of the best teachings I have ever heard. I am teaching a parenting class in a few weeks and am using this series of teachings. So excited.
It's just meh. There are some good ideas and thoughts, but mostly average.
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